"Smoking cessation with the anti-smoking Chip"

You will need:
• a BioWave 21 LCD
• the Anti-smoking Chip
• two metal plates (plates) and 2 red cable
• the hand electrodes
• test-ampoules "anti-smoking ampoules"

Now the steps of the application:
 Connect the first metal plate with the Bio Wave 21 (short red wire to + terminal) and then
connect the second red, short cable with the first metal plate. Finally, you put together the
second plate with the hand electrode. (See chart)
 You Light up a cigarette and push them right back out (the best you can do this by
someone else!). Insert the cigarette into a small glass and put it onto the first plate.
In the testboxt “anti-smoking ampoules” are five different vials, which are placed in that
order after each beep on the second panel:

1. LUNG 2. BLOOD 3. LIVER 4. BOWEL 5. TISSUES

 Connect the black wire with the Bio Wave 21 LCD and the second hand electrode.
Now plug the chip into the anti-smoking drive of the Bio Chip Card 21LCD and turn on the
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BW 21 LCD.
Take the hand electrodes firmly in your hands.
It appears the sign of AR Anti-smoking and a time target of 45 minutes.
Any anti-smoking frequency is 9 minutes. You will be reminded by a beep to place the next
ampoule to the plate.
 Use this anti-smoking program 2 times a day.
 When appears withdrawal symptoms and craving for a cigarette, you can let the program
run again in between.
To support the detoxification measures and to help absorb the free radicals, we recommend
the following additional program:
 Anti-smoking drops 3 x daily 10 drops
equally for each use 10 drops further
Omegans 2 x 1 capsule daily

 Caution: Be sure to drink at least 2 liters of still water a day.
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